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THIS blamps-out snap of
model/actrine Kelly
Rohrbach proves once and
for all that she was the

PERFECT person to play Pamela
Anderson’s old character CJ Parker
in the recent Baywatch remake.

The 28-year-old Sepgolian model/
actrine DROPPED TOP while doing
a spot of ultra-healthy yoga on a
beach in Hawaii.

And Kel – a former girlfriend of
Leonardo DiCaprio – can afford to
chill out and meditate.

Baywatch may have been critically
panned but it made a MOTZA at the
box office and a sequel is already
being planned.

So her bank account will soon be
looking as healthy as her FANTASTIC
FUNBAGS.

’Bach’s rack is a perfect  

zen on the beach!



MARVEL-LOUS!
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P H O T O S  B Y  H A R D  X

Sinful super-villain is coming for  

The Avengers’ arses!





PERVY Polish-American stick-flick queen 
Natalia Starr – sister to fellow jiz biz 
artiste Natasha Starr and owner of 
a crackin’ pair of NATURAL NORKS 

– has fantasies about taking on every single 
member of superhero combo The Avengers 
...AT ONCE! And that includes The Hulk’s GIANT 
RADIOACTIVE GREEN SCHLONG. Crikey!

HEY, Nat. You’re a fan of blockbuster superhero 
franchise The Avengers, huh?
“Those movies are loaded with sexy guys – they 
could be my first GANG BANG. And yes, I’m a 
SIZE QUEEN. I love BIG PENIS.”
The Hulk will be happy to hear that. What 
about the actors who play the characters? 
Would you shag them, Natalia?
“Thor (Chris Hemsworth) is so hot – I would 

love to ROCK HIS WORLD. As for Black 
Widow (Scarlett Johansson), she’s so 
sexy. A sexy night with her would be 
UNFORGETTABLE.”
What’s your fave possie?
“I love being on top. I feel in charge of 
the situation – I can let them POUND me 
or ride his cock just the way I like it.”
Where would you like Chris to aim his 
hammer when he blows his Thor sauce?
“I like it on my stomach.”
OK. Back to the real world. What do you 
look for in a regular fella?
“He has to be interesting, funny, athletic, 
someone I can talk to and with a good

SEXUAL DRIVE. He also has to be confident
in himself.”
You sell something very interesting at 
www.pussyjuicelube.com, don’t you?
“It’s a lubricant for men and women that 
tastes like ME or any other girl that you 
prefer. The product is 100% safe. It’s a 
water-based lube so it’s been purified.”
So we could buy a bottle and pretend 
we’re growling you out?
“Yes. Haha.”
We’ll drink to that!

‘A SEXY NIGHT 
WITH SCARLETT  

JOHANSSON WOULD 
BE UNFORGETTABLE’



FULL FRONTAL The latest in nudity from around the globe!

BUILT FOR SIN
FORMER Miss Wisconsin Teen USA winner Myla
Dalbesio is called “plus-sized” by STARVING 
FASHIONISTAS, yet she’s deemed
“too skinny” by the PIE-LOVERS.
We prefer to stay out of the
controversy and just appreciate
the 30-year-old’s BEWDIFUL
BEWBS that feature in the second
issue of Unconditional magazine. 

TONI’S
TA-TAS

GARRN
TOPLESS

MY, OH MYLA!

JEEZ! We’ve barely recovered
from perving on Kelly Rohrbach
(pg3) and now we’re staring at
the bosoms of another of Leo
DiCaprio’s exes, German model
Toni Garrn, 25. Guy has good
taste. They dated in 2013-14
and Leo looks to have left Toni
in A1 condition, as she sunned 
her set in sunny Hawaii.
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IF YOU’RE forced to sit through a period
drama about a 17th century Dutch painter
you should at least be rewarded with a
steamy romp or TWO. And that’s exactly 

what the makers of 2017’s Tulip Fever have
done – giving us Alicia Vikander (above
and top) AND Cara Delevigne (centre) in
separate sex scenes in the ARTY flick.

DOUBLE DUTCH

SHARING
THE LOVE
The freshest flesh on

celebrity social media

Instagram fitness models are great, but they
rarely show nipples. That’s why we like Bad Ass
Cass – she actually gets her NORBERTS OUT!

Down in the dumps? All it takes is one topless
selfie from UK Page 3 legend Emma K. and
straight away you feel HEAPS BETTERER.

MOVIE
MAMS
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FULL 

WHEN she’s not singing her heart out or BUTCHERING COWS for her 
next awards show outfit, Lady Gaga is always giving back to her 
fans. She often poses for photos with them, signs autographs and, 
beautly, gives a BRA-FREE SQUIZ at her LOVELY JUBBLIES like she 
did recently in Barcelona, Spain.

PLAPP-ARAZZI

LADY AND  
HER BLAMPS

SEXY TIMES
THIS Japanese-Brazilian BOMBSHELL rose to 
fame on Brazilian teev’s Big Fausto’s Big Sunday, 
where she had to look sexy and dance next to a 
fat old bloke named Fausto. Carol Nakamura is 
her name and the 34-year-old is posing for the 
aptly titled SEXY mag. Thank your lucky stars the 
fat bloke isn’t in the pics, too.

MAG WATCH
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SPUNKRAT Alexa Tomas only started playing with pricks professionally
at the ripe old age of 28. And for the first year of her career, she’d only 
tonk her BOYFRIEND on camera. But now the Spaniard is 32, she’s
blossomed into a NO-HOLES-BARRED star of such filthy fillums as
Mandingo: The King of Interracial 4 and Nacho Cooks Alexa’s Goose. 
Which is muy bien indeed.

ALEXA TOMAS

NETFLIX’S new TV series, Flaked, is about
a recovering alcoholic trying to get his life
back together. Lucky for us, the wino
doesn’t have to give up on ROOTING, so
we get to see actrine Madison McKinley’s
MAMS in full flight. You might recognise her
from THAT lesbian strap-on scene in Orange 
Is The New Black.

ADDICTED 
TO LUST

MAD FOR IT!



’S hard to believe that it
as 36 years ago that
lle Macpherson first
lew Australian men’s
tive minds when she
yed down a beach in a
TV commercial displaying
her STUNNING FIGURE
in a skimpy bikini (left).

We don’t blame you
if you can’t remember
what the 53-year-old
was promoting in the
ad (it was Tab diet cola),
because all we can
remember are those
BOUNCING BOOBS
and the fact we had to
CHANGE OUR JOCKS
eeing them.

, “The Body” made an
diate impact on Aussie
lture and she’s
ed an iconic part
lives for the past four
es.

sie legend is 

ine at 53!
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Along the way, she appeared
starkers in 1994 flick Sirens
and bared all for Playboy the
same year. She’s calmed
down on the tits-out capers
in more recent years, but the 
mouth-watering MILF still
looks fantastic.

Of course, Elle’s done some
other stuff – like posing with
her clothes ON for posh mags
and made a squillion hawking
shit – but we prefer to just
focus on the NUDITY.

Elle’s like Crocodile Dundee,
Uluru and a carton of VB beer
rolled into one very delicious,
highly rootable package.

May she reign – and keep
stiffening our tools – for many 
years to come.

Elle shows her things
in A Girl Thing (2001)

Looking good
in Sirens
(also left)



"Dominate her in the bedroom!"

"Get BIG. NOW!"

SIZE DOES MATTER!

SINGLE DVD & MAGAZINES:Ph. Orders: 0416 703 671 | Email: order@megabrands.com.au   |  Open 24/7

NYMPHO ATTRACTION SPRAY 
The effects are instinctive, so she feels attracted to 
you but has no idea why. The Sex Pheromones are 
SUPER-CHARGED! Try the Nympho Attraction 
SprayTM  & walk up to the next beautiful girl you see! 
It will compel women towards YOU.

Q2-144 1 Now $85Real Life Experiences!

Let the Bi Twin Sister Dolls double the fun & stimulate you!

Perfect bodies want to be penetrated. Take one or two sisters at the same 
time. Tease and caress these beautiful blonde babes 'til you are ready to 
execute total domination! This double delight comes with vibrating love 
holess that will surely give you the utmost pleasure! 

Q2-116    Now $145

BI-TWIN SISTERS LOVE DOLL 

HOT!

HOT!

Hand held flesh like masturbator for men. Always ready for you anytime 
you want, anywhere you want! The new generation of self lubricating 
masturbator. A soft, ribbed, sleeve encompassing its own
self-pleasuring shaft. Just add water, lubricant, ice or hot water.
Moist... just like the real thing!

Q2-330 1 Now $80

FLESH MALE MASTURBATOR! 

NEW!

YOUNG VIBRATING CLEOPATRA DOLL  
Q2–174  NOW $125

HOT!

HOT!

SEX POSITIONS
PLATINUM LOVE DOLLCleopatra

Cleopatra Vibrating Sex Positions Doll will make you feel 
like a GOD. Life-like hair, Beautiful sculpted face, Luscious
curves, Succulent soft breasts. Cleopatra will keep you 
satisfied... Forever.

Q2–173
,  

Now $365

The Deep Blue Juicer will slide smoothly to sensually stimulate the G-spot!
The vibrating clitoris stimulator and the deep strokes from the soft rubber fingers will
send you into uncontrollable, wet body-shuddering orgasms!

Q2-324 12   Now $60

DEEP BLUE JUICER G-SPOT SIMULATOR

SAVE!

TUNNEL TICKLERS
Expandable latex sleeves. Comfortable 
fit, strengthens the erections. Produces 
Rapid Orgasms! 

Q2-92 (1x tickler = $10)   
Q2-93 (4x tickler = $32)    
Q2-94 (7x tickler = $49)

SAVE!

WHICH ONE IS FOR YOU?
Satisfy your deepest desire with
these two Realistic, Vibrating
Stimulators,  
with clitoris stimulators for extra
pleasure! Comes in 7”, 8”,9” &
10” in flesh tone or black.

Now only $35 each!
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NEWS TO US We present another dose of weirdness from around the world
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CROC HORROR!
YOU don’t need to be a ROCKET SURGEON to know saltwater crocodiles
are VICIOUS BASTARDS. Aussie photographer Sandra Bell witnessed
this firsthand, taking snaps as a CANNIBAL A-CROC-ALYPSE took place
at Rinyirru National Park, Queensland. She later said, “The bigger croc
was sitting in the water, and the littler one was sitting on the edge of the 
bank. It started flinging the smaller one around, splashing it into the
water. It started eating the tail, then the legs. Just... chomp, chomp, 
chomp!” It really is a CROC EAT CROC world out there.

Sorry for calling
you a handbag!



NUTS ABOUT BUTTS

HOW embarrassing 
– you’re cruising 
down the beach, 
minding your own 

business, when you spot 
a hot chick in a G-string 
bending over.

You stop to admire 
her TRAMP STAMP and 
evenly tanned butt cheeks 
…when your eyes suddenly 
roll back in your head, 
your left leg quivers 
UNCONTROLLABLY and 
you find the front of your 
boardies covered in a 

sticky substance that ISN’T 
spilt ice-cream.

Oh dear. You’ve gone 
and involuntarily 
SPOOFED yourself again 
due to the power of the 
PERFECT POSTERIOR.

Don’t fret, because the 
same thing has happened 
to many men. Hell, it 
happened to us THIRTY 
TIMES while putting this 
fap-worthy feature together.

Our dry-cleaning bill is 
gonna be ridiculous this 
month.

THAT’LL MAKE YOUR 
DICK EXPLODE!

WE WISH they all
could be California 

girls...as long as they 
have MUDFLAPS 

like Lizzy’s!

LIZZY CONWAY
USA, MODEL

THIS 21yo is one of
the most popular 
ARSE-MODELS on 
Instagram. And yes, 

that’s a job.

SOMMER RAY 
USA, MODEL

THE ex-Playboy model
saw the light and 
turned her SWEET 
CHEEKS to porn 

in 2015.

LANA 
RHOADES 
USA, PORN STAR



THIS 28yo’s tush won
Brazil’s Miss Bum Bum 

2017, which makes 
her bigger than the 

president.

ROSIE 
OLIVEIRA 
BRAZIL, MODEL

ANOTHER Cali girl,
21yo INSTAGLAMMA 
Amber has big things 

AHEAD – and 
BEHIND her.

AMBER DAVIS 
USA, MODEL

STARTING her career
in 2012, Siri waited 
over two years before 

her anal debut in 
Stacked 2.

SIRI 
USA, PORN STAR

DEMI, 22, is the
biggest ARSE to come 
out of BRITAIN since 

celeb chef Jamie 
Oliver.

DEMI ROSE
UK, MODEL



OUR favourite fact
about Suelyn’s 31yo
CRACK is that it stars

in a you-beaut
SEX TAPE!

SUELYN
MEDEIROS

BRAZIL, MODEL

EVA, 28, made us wait
four LONG years until
she finally took it up

the DATE on film  
in 2017!

EVA LOVIA
USA, PORN STAR

NIYKEE is a pop star
who can’t actually

sing, so she lets her
BUM do most of

the talking.

NIYKEE
HEATON
USA, SINGER

WE’VE changed our
wills, asking that our
ashes be scattered

in this 23yo’s
G-BANGER.

CHELSEA
HEATH
USA, MODEL



FIT Bruna has spent
the majority of her life 
training her ALL-BEEF 

PATTIES. Time well 
spent!

BRUNA LIMA
BRAZIL, MODEL

MITCH, 21, calls
herself an “all-natural 

BOOTY-BUILDER”. 
She’s obviously  

good at it!

MITCH FIT
USA, MODEL

QUEENSLANDER
Phoenix, 24, had such  
a delish DERRIERE, we 

just had to show  
it again.

PHOENIX
AUSTRALIA, MODEL CIT

BODY BUILDER Sav,
20, and her BEAUT 
GLUTES are clearly 

worth all the 
WEIGHTS!

SAVANNAH 
PREZ 

BELGIUM, MODEL
NOELLE’S fart-parts

are part-Puerto Rican,
part-Irish and 
part-French 
Canadian.

NOELLE 
MONIQUE 

USA, MODEL

JEN’S BEW-TOCKS
have enabled the 24yo 

to quit her job to 
become a full-time 

ARSE STAR.

JEN SELTER
USA, MODEL

WITH nearly 6m
Instagram fans, we can 
think of TWO reasons 

why the 33yo is 
so popular.

DOLLY CASTRO
NICARAGUA, MODEL



X-RATED Kim, 25,
stars in such RECTAL
RELEASES as 4 Eyes,

3 Holes and Anal
Intensity 4.

KIMBER
WOODS

USA, PORN STAR

SIERRA, 22, has shot to
fame on social media
thanks to her glorious

HIND.We’d like to
thank it, too. 

SIERRA SKYE
USA, MODEL

IN FOUR years, 22yo
Abella has crammed

over 115 ANAL scenes
into her not-so-tiny 

clacker.

ABELLA
DANGER

USA, PORN STAR

WE CAN’T show you
24yo Claudia’s face,

because her DUMPER
is just TOO GOOD. 

Agreed?

CLAUDIA
ALENDE
BRAZIL, MODEL

HERE’S a Victoria’s
Secret Angel with a

sphincter so HEAVENLY
we may already

be dead.

ALEXIS REN 
USA, MODEL

AMANDA, 31, has 11
MILLION followers on
Instagram...’cos who

wouldn’t want to
follow THAT!

AMANDA LEE
CANADA, MODEL

THOUGH she has nice
tits, 23-year-old

Miss Fox also has
BUTTOCKS that we 

love, too. 

MISS FOX
AUSTRALIA, MODEL CIT



AFTER starring in Anal
Asses, Anal Fanatics
and Anal Intensity,
it’s safe to say Jynx

digs ANAL.

JYNX MAZE
USA, PORN STAR

JADA’S rump is so
MASSIVE it could feed

the needs of all the
world’s CRACK

ADDICTS.

JADA STEVENS 
USA, PORN STAR

THERE’S a downside to
25yo Kelsi’s TITANIC
TUSH...if she TOOTS,
that glass chair may 

SHATTER!

KELSI
MONROE
USA, PORN STAR

WEST OZ is famous for
its many areas of

natural beauty, like
Mandy’s all-natural 

BOOTY.

MANDY
AUSTRALIA, MODEL CIT

CROWEATER Rubi is
the proud 20-year-old

owner of one
CRACKER of
a CLACKER.

RUBI
AUSTRALIA, MODEL CIT



PORN WATCH Our no-holes-barred round-up of adult entertainment

he cream  
f the adult 
lm world  
ell us what  
and who) 
hey’re doing!

RIPLE-X TWITTER

CALL ME
Starring: Ariana Marie, Casey 
Calvert, Karlee Grey, Skylar Snow
Made by: Wicked Pictures
Release date: out now

‘I love 
sucking 
cock and 
taking 
orders like 
a good lil’ 
slut.’ – 
@xJennifer 
Whitex

‘I got fucked really 
hard. I was still so 
wet afterwards. I 
wanted more, so on 
my way home I pulled 
over, spit all over 
myself and made 
myself cum sooooo 
hard I was throbbing 
and dripping.’ 
– @kj_fetishmodel 
(Katrina Jade)

WHEN the douchebag boyfriend of Ariana 
Marie (left) dumps her and chucks her out 
of his house, she’s forced to look for a new 
place to stay and winds up as the flatmate 
of saucy bisexual Casey Calvert.

However, Casey has a secretive job and 
tells her new roomie not to touch her fuckin’ 
iPhone. Of course, Ariana does just that and 
soon learns that 
Double C makes extra 
coin as a PHONE SEX 
OPERATOR.

Prudish Ariana is 
shocked at first, but 
after a bit of lickety-
split bonding (right), 
Casey encourages her 
best new fuck-buddy to 
“let her fingers to do 
the walking”.

Soon, they’re the 
hottest AURAL LOVIN’ 
givers in town, but 
what happens when 
Ariana’s ex reappears?

A fun script, tons of FILTHY ROOTING and 
gorgeous co-stars Karlee Grey and Skylar 
Snow make Call Me one of the best ball-
drainers of the year so far.

IT’S a mental picture we don’t 
want in our heads, but XXX 
legend Stormy Daniels 
apparently let Donald Trump 
stick his (probably) orange-
coloured dick inside her in 
2006. What’s the big deal, 
you ask? The 38-year-old’s 
been fucking guys for a living 
since the early 2000s.

Well, one of those FUCKERS 
was the now-US President, who 
was MARRIED at the time. He 
allegedly paid her US$130K to 

be silent about the 
affair before the 

2016 election.
We should 

be shocked 
by this sorta 
behaviour but, 

frankly, to The 
Donald it’s JUST 

ANOTHER DAY as 
leader of the Free World.
As for Stormy, she denies 

it even happened: “Rumours 
I’ve received hush money from
Donald Trump are completely

STORM  
CLOUDS

ave a
relationship with [him], trust
me, you wouldn’t be readin
about it in the news, u’d

 about it in my book.”
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ANIMAL HOUSE WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

Send your letters and pics to: The
Keeper, c/- Animal House, People
magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney,
NSW 2001. Or email us at people@
bauer-media.com.au (with Animal 
House in the subject line).

“WHY is it when we say things went
pear-shaped, it’s a bad thing?”
wonders Luke from Yarrawarra,
NSW. “If my missus was shaped
like this pear, she’d get a lot more 
action, I reckon.”

THINGS THAT LOOK LIKE

GENITALS

STRAPPED 
FOR GASH

MY MATE gave me some Japanese
pornos and found this hot chick.
Any idea who she is, and where
I can get some stuff of her without
a blurred vagina?

Joe, NSW
That hot chick is Japanese porn star
China Matsuoka. Unfortunately,
due to the ARSU-HOLO Japanese
censors, there are no pics of her
without a digitalised dicky-bird. Still,
her MOUNT FUJIS are grouse, but.

DICKIN’ AROUND

AFTER gawping over Miley Cyrus
wearing a strap-on (Full Frontal,
Feb. 5), I realised something:
“strap-on” backwards spells 
“no-parts”.

Kezza, WA
You’ve blown our minds, 
Kezza. You should
be doing our
crosswords each
ish, mate, ’cos
you’re a whiz
with words.

GIDDY UP!
IS IT just me or are all
“horsey” girls weird?
Every single chick I’ve
met who’s into the
four-legged gits seems
to have this crazy look
in their eyes. And they
never fucking shut up
about their horses.

Victor, Vic

Dunno, mate, but it seems
every pony-lovin’ gal we’ve
shagged would only talk
about how great it felt to
climb aboard a BIG
BEAST, dig in their spurs
and go for a GALLOP.
Which is probably why
they preferred BEING ON 
TOP when we rooted.

FINE FILLY

MAID IN
JAPAN

LIL’ CHINA
GIRL
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I FOLLOW this Brazilian fitness
model, Cintia Vallentim, on
Instagram. Unfortunately, I don’t
speak Portuguese, so I can’t find
any starkers shots of her. Help!

Damien, NSW
We don’t speak
the lingo, Damo,
but luckily our
local chicken shop
owner Adriano
does. He told us
the lovely Cintia
was in the
November 2015
edition of Playboy
Brazil. Obrigado, 
Adriano!

BRAZIL
THRILL
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I WAS watching TV the other day and
saw 1980s hornbag singer Sabrina
bouncing up and down singing that
horrible Boys (Summertime Love).
Her ta-tas constantly threatening
to bounce out of her bikini made it
watchable, but it got me wondering
– what she’s doing now?

Kev, Qld
It’s GOOD NEWS and BAD NEWS, Kev.
The good news is the Italian diva’s
norks still look belissima posing at
49-years-young in Interviu. The bad
news is she’s still singing, so just turn
down the volume on the idiot box next 
time Sabrina and her FABULINAS 
make an appearance.

GET IT,
CINTIA!

ROMAN
DOMES

OH BOY!

1987 2017



HEIDI | 24 | GOLD COAST, QUEENSLAND



Y ES, it’s true – blondes REALLY
do have more fun. Just ask
Goldie fitness model Heidi:
“My blonde friends are always

the most crazy and outgoing. I went
skinny-dipping on New Year’s Eve in Bali
and, of course, we got CAUGHT. Oops!”

What do you do when you’re not busy
being gorgeous, Heidi?
“My biggest hobby when I’m not working
is probably NOT to look gorgeous.

Oz’s hottest 

fitness model 

has blonde 

ambition!



“Sounds weird, I know, but outside of 
shoots and Instagram I rarely wear 
make-up. I love pizza and movies – 
there’s nothing better than relaxing in 
an oversized shirt and NOT MUCH ELSE.”
What would be the perfect chat-up line 
if a guy wanted to buy you a drink?
“Just askkkkkkk! You don’t need some 
cheesy pick-up line, unless it’s so 
HOPELESS that it makes me laugh. 
That’s about the only time a chat-up line 
works, haha. Oh…and I’ll have a glass 
of sauvignon blanc or a CC and dry.”
Are you a fan of one-night stands?
“I’ve never really been a fan of them, 
actually. I’m definitely more of a get-to-
know-you-first person, plus it takes 
a few times to get the hang of what 
the person really likes and doesn’t like, 
you know.”

You’re posing in bed with a teddy bear 
in this shoot. If you could swap that 
bear with anyone famous, who would 
you select?
“Uhhhh, I’m going to go with actor Dave 
Franco – I’ve been a fan girl since way 
back – plus Margot Robbie! Please and 
thank you.”
Dick pics – for or against them?
“I’m 100% against. I don’t know if it was 
Instagram that completely put me off 
them, but no matter how pretty your 
JUNK is, guys, it’s hard to photograph 
well. Just don’t do it.”
We love your boozzies. How do you 
best like to show them off in public?
“Definitely low-cut midi dresses with 
no bra. It’s my go-to lately!”
What’s the nicest compliment you’ve
received about them?
“I wouldn’t say I receive complimentsI wouldn t say I receive compliments…
just people telling me they love them
and how nice and PERKY they are! I’m 
not gonna complain, though.”
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WIN
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BY MODELLING  
IN PEOPLE

‘PEOPLE
SAY THEY
LOVE MY
PERKY
TITS!
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Fill in your name and address together with
a completed and correct Beast crossword

grid and post to: The Beast No. 04,
c/ – People magazine, GPO Box 5507,

Sydney, NSW 2001. Entries close on 
Friday, March 2 at 5pm.
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ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:



The November 20 winner is
O. Frassetto of Griffin, Qld.

Dec. 4 Beast
solution page 38

See page 40 for terms and conditions and the privacy notice. Send the completed Beast to us
by the closing date. All correct entries will go into a draw and the first drawn will win $250. 

Solve the clues of this crossword and release our beauty
from the clutches of The Beast. The clues set in a

different typeface are all related to the enslaved star
pictured in the centre of the puzzle.

ACROSS
1. Plate-cleaning

appliances
6. & 3 & 55 down.

Hailed as one of the
best parts of the
film, our beauty
underwent
swordmanship,
kung fu, kickboxing,
capoeira and
Brazilian jiu-jitsu
training for her
performance in this
superhero film
(6,1,8,:4,2,7)

10. Spider-Man nerd
once played by
Tobey Maguire (5,6)

15. Breaking Bad actor
(Pic A) who stars
alongside our beauty
in the heist thriller at
111 down, – Paul

17. Orange Is The New
Black character,
– Chapman

18. Sleepwear item
19. Favours one leg
20. Calf bones
21. See 13 down
22. See 13 down
23. Atomic
26. Tanned hide
27. Small passenger

vehicle
29. & 42 across. DC

Comics film featuring
an ensemble cast
including Ben
Affleck, Amy Adams
and our beauty (7,6)

30. Actor, Walter –
32. Rise late (5,2)
34. & 99 down. Star Trek

actor (Pic B) who
plays Steve Trevor in
our beauty's film at
68 across (5,4)

35. Fortune-telling pack
36. City, – Paulo
37. James Franco comedy,

This Is The – 

38. Inserts deeply
42. See 29 across
44. Mad Men star (Pic

C) who plays our
beauty's husband in
the film at 54 down,
– Hamm

45. Bring together
46. PC quit button
48. Sentimental person
50. Our beauty was born

in this Middle East
country

52. Dad’s mum
53. Slips sideways
56. CD brand (1,1,1)
57. Romantic comedy

starring Rachel
Griffiths (2,6,1)

60. German shepherds
63. To and –
64. Individual (style)
65. Recesses
68. & 68 down. 2017

blockbuster starring
our beauty as the
titular character, an
immortal Amazon
warrior who is crown
princess of
Themyscira (6,5)

70. Northern Irish actor,
Stephen –

72. See 44 down
74. Food energy unit
76. Actor, – Mineo
78. Glide on snow
80. Made unclean
83. Scabbards
86. Aural organ
88. Motown stars, –

Knight And The Pips
89. Bachman-Turner

Overdrive hit, You Ain’t
Seen – Yet (6’)

90. Wrath
92. Disney film series,

– Story
93. Clarence “Frogman”

Henry song, You
Always Hurt –
Love (3,3,3)

94. Our beauty played
the date of Vince in 

one episode of this
comedy series
starring Jeremy
Piven, Kevin Connolly
and Adrian Grenier

96. Cheap (prices)
97. Chirp

100. Romcom, – There Was
You (’3)

101. Guarantee
103. Bug
105. Perched
106. Help yourself! (3,2)
107. No – or buts
108. See 134 across
110. Imprints (on mind)
112. Knot
113. Subside
116. Substitute physician
118. Depiction
121. Lessened in

intensity (5,2)
123. Richard Clapton’s

– The Avenue (5,2)
125. Wealthiest
126. Perpetual
128. Rowdier
129. Mouth sore
130. Kesha's debut

hit single, Tik –
132. Blubber
133. Steven Seagal action

thriller, Under –
134. & 108 across.

Character played by
our beauty in the film
at 68 across (5,6)

136. Adventure/comedy
starring George
Clooney, O Brother,
Where – ? (3,4)

139. Mixed (with poison)
141. Man Of Steel actor

(Pic D) who stars
with our beauty in
the films at 6 across
and 29 across,
– Cavill

142. Led (campaign)
143. Racing (engine)
144. Switched off

DOWN
1. Rainwater run-off

tubes
2. Smarten (up)
3. See 6 across
4. Clairvoyance (1,1,1)
5. Phone security device
6. Arch
7. Chasing game
8. Appropriate
9. Competed

10. Synthetic fibre
11. Musical comedian, 

– Minchin
12. Sheep thieves
13. & 21 & 22 across.

Our beauty has a
small role in this Tom

Cruise and Cameron
Diaz action comedy
(6,3,3)

14. Kept under control
16. Syringe tips
20. Resold tickets to an

event for profit
24. Failed
25. Whitney Houston

song, – Have It All
(4’1,2,6)

28. Marinated
29. Elbow
31. Bette Midler and

Danny DeVito black
comedy (8,4)

33. Forefathers
39. Chew
40. Prosecutes
41. NZ bird
42. Luau souvenirs
43. Nicolas Cage thriller,

Con –
44. & 72 across. Our

beauty competed
in the 2004 Miss
Universe pageant,
which was eventually
won by this
Australian model and
teevee personality
(Pic E) (8,7)

47. Our beauty is tied to
the bed and gagged
by Kevin Costner
in this 2016 crime
thriller

49. Vin Diesel film
franchise in which
our beauty says her
military background
and knowledge of
weapons helped win
her a role, Fast & –

51. Chronicle
54. & 112 down. Our

beauty’s cover is
blown when her
neighbours uncover
that she is a secret
agent in this action
comedy starring
Zach Galifianakis
and Isla Fisher
(7,2,4,3,7)

55. See 6 across
58. Speed of sound unit
59. Chicken gumbo
61. Chris Hemsworth

sequel, – : Ragnarok
62. Assistant
66. Model sisters, Bella 

and Gigi –
67. Spoofs
68. See 68 across
69. See 80 down
71. Large antlered animal
73. Formerly named
75. Contented sigh
77. Alias (1,1,1)

78. Bowling pins
79. Marvin Gaye song,

Can – (1,3,1,7)
80. & 69 down. Steve

Carell and Tina Fey
comedy in which our
beauty has a small
role as the girlfriend
of Mark Wahlberg
(4,5)

81. & 87 down. The
Hitman's Bodyguard
actor who plays our
beauty's husband in
the film at 47 down
(4,8)

82. Floods
83. Sssh!
84. Soya-bean product
85. Lawless actor,

– LaBeouf
86. Performers
87. See 81 down
91. Tootsie and Out Of

Africa director (6,7)
95. Male hormone
97. Abdicate
98. Margin
99. See 34 across

102. Cremation vase
104. Body pouch
109. Our beauty served

two years as an
enlisted soldier in
the Israel Defense
Forces as a – trainer

111. Crime thriller starring
Casey Affleck,
Chiwetel Ejiofor,
Anthony Mackie and
our beauty as the
sister of Kate
Winslet, – 9

112. See 54 down
114. 1993 film about the

AIDS epidemic, And
The – On (4,6)

115. Worship
117. Gateau platter (4,5)
119. Gathered
120. Succeed
122. Cooked oatmeal
123. Our beauty (3,5)
124. Character played

by our beauty in
the film series
at 49 down

127. Ice-cream cone
131. See 132 down
132. & 131 down. Pic F

actor who plays
our beauty's love
interest in the film
series at 49 down 
(4,4)

135. Include
137. Pewter metal
138. The great unwashed,

– polloi
140. Spy agency (1,1,1)

WIN $250
FORTNIGHTLY!
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Dredger’s
bucket

Thou
shalt ~
steal

Flex Nudist

Tinker
(with)

Citrus
peel

Neglected-
looking Hot brew Gorilla

Contri-
bute

Clump of
earth Outhouse

Flan

Hotpots
Longing

Log
vessels

Father

Obscured
Minor

quarrel

Poem Volunteer
Ocean

predator
Oblivious

Chore Likeli-
hood Trot Battery

fluid
Radial or
cross-ply

Health
spring

Dairy
product Arrest From

Beirut
Diaper
Enthu-
siasm

Resided
Major

Australian
city

Tatter Tidies up Puffed Troubles

Bath
coats

Golfer’s
aide

Mis-
givings

Slap
lightly Bounders Moral

Morning
conden-
sation

Cigar dust

Help!
(1,1,1)

Totters

Progressed

Speed
contest Thief Indian

guitars
Stair

Sandy
coast

Tennis
40/40

Body
pouch

Historical
era

Bee
colonies

Diva’s
song Hubbub Feathered

creature Bypass Towelled Sprang
Poverty

Moulded

Attempt Frenzied Contra-
dicts

Joked

Stoop
Lofty Anxious

person

Objective Reworded Itemise Noah’s
boat Pastes

Ho ~
Minh City

Braking
indicators

(4-6)
Snow-
runner
Sectors

Broadcast
receiver Spoke

Fair-
ground

car

Peeking
Flaky
(skin)

Bar chairs 20 cwt

365 days Terrorist
groups

Hummed
tune-
lessly

Hiring fee Fencing
swords Crescent

Very
black

Display
frame Beau Decayed Nipple Fury

Relin-
quish Morays Fights of

honour
Library

user Sell Expert Cover

Saluted Repasts ~ &
signora

Biblical
waterway

(3,3)
Slumber Knightly

Large

Makes
with wool

A, B or C Stickers Hanker Den

Rear Glossy Midges Tousled Corroded Wilt Oppress-
ing

Charged
particle

Islam
centre

Collo-
quial Colossal Pacesetter Sprinkle

Bleat

Clout

Fawn’s
mother

Writer,
Roald ~ Catapult Exhaust Hurling

plate Effort

Water
nymph
Printed

Wagers Sedate Spurred
(on) Restraint Lancelot’s

title

Astir
Fruit relish
Nautical
nausea

Truck
compart-

ment
Squad Fixed

gaze
Old photo

shade
Singing
voices

Tsunami,
~ wave

Scented
bag

Control
knob

Drawbacks
Scope

Stitch Took
(exam) Eye part

Lauded
Fashion
guru,

Christian ~

Bengal
feline Slanted Blueprint

Power
station

fuel
Recited Podium Himala-

yan land
Territory,
Puerto ~

Diameter
halves

Painter’s
tripod

Domestic
helper Quay Cafe Dozes Labels

Jemmied
(open) Cargo Suit-

maker Anew Precisely
(4,2) Pixie Pop

concert

Rowing
blade

Wheel
shafts

Decimal
base Melee Fair-

haired
Shrink-
wrap Tickle Subse-

quent

Surgical
tongs

Super-
market
section

Plant,
~ vera Enable Cloth flap Wound

crust Destiny Over-
balancing

Remote Gene acid
(1,1,1) Bad

Execute

Pull along
Slurp Flightless

bird
Squishy

Mesh
Globe Little

Touch Hardest
to find Slacken Heifer

As well Powerful
swipe

Punctual
(2,4)

Earthy
pigment

Price hike Dissuades Maritime Pen Limb Grant Insert
(3,2) Suits

tomb
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Antbear Yemen
port

Inflatable
mattress

Scottish
boys

This
woman

Bigwig
(1,1,1)

Disfigure Royal
headwear

Alto-
gether
(2,3)

Behave Trump
card

Pub drink Cinder News
outlets Dove call Scoundrel

Wow! Scoffed
Plan

Entice-
ment

Border

Metal join
Massag-

ing

Comfort Lemon
relative

Rock ~
music
(3,4)

Under-
stood Go-ahead

Mangle

Cut
Foot digit Sultry Tin

Picture

Niggles

Pines &
palms
Affirm

Jewish
pastor
Pasture

Famous
volcano

Provides
with

personnel
Utility Ingrati-

ating
Down-
hearted

Regret-
tably Guarded Swiss

cereal Inside Atmos-
phere Mollify Evades

decision

Tele-
phonist Threshold

Decree
First

number
Romancer Brand Pontiffs Idiot Frosting Shrewd

Subma-
rine

sensor
Market- Different

Promos
Stir-fry

pan
Statistics

chart
Suscep-

tible Frank Fiscal Flits
(about)

Tips off Damp Utensils Spoil Bowl Earned Negative
votes

Gaffes
(4-3)

Colorant Requests ~ syrup Salty Sidestep Go brown

Droll Peace
prize

Bullring
shout Imp Eldest America

(1,1,1)

Snowy
peak Halts Drudges Abandon Surest Shove

Asphalt

Clanger

Drawn
match Elected Screech Slosh

Yanks
Toot

Plump
(for)

Sunrise
direction Various

Stern Almost
closed

Pronto
(1,1,1,1)

Lament Wonder Ducts Holy
place

Rejects
(lover)

Pimple
rash

Is
mistaken

Urge Gallows
rope

Humped
beasts

Assistant
priest Buffalo Idiom

Overfill Melts Credo Dog
Arguing
Afghan
capital

River
steamers

City,
~ Vegas Rambled Striped Roman

garments Ovens Whistle
ball

Due time
(1,1,1)
Mate

Caught Comment Elephant
groups Flavour Bagpipes

player
Swine

Hatchet Only Beds Tramps Used to
be Self-pride

Fracas Large
tacks Buenos ~ Started Repressed,

~ up

In the
past (4,3)

Extent

Lettuce
dishes

Sports
activities

Shopping
centres

Of
hearing

Dis-
patched Zip

Fragment

Detailed
descrip-

tion
Whinny

Line of
rotation Set (up) Football

arbiter
Quits,
~ out Supervises Squall Calm

Delighted Valletta is
there Woofs Shoo-in Overall

Exposed Bump Men Expense Isn’t able
to (3’1) Epic tale

Monster Wreck Prisons Kind Gaelic
speaker Infants

Straggle Haze Kindle Bread
buns Trifling Bruised Long

claws

Jugs Convey Defects Tranquil-
lised

Fence
pole Cauldron Of the

nose Info

Spanish
Miss Plunge Blowpipe

missile Faucet Nocturnal
mammal Maladies Pudding

starch
Stale-
mate

Crater
Cart

Observe
Hat

Groove
Fool

Behold ~ d'etat ’Tis (2’1) Mug

Tame
animal

Screen-
play Scant Prevari-

cator

Fetters Beggar Noxious
plant

Trade-
mark

Western
pact Pyramids

country
Embank-

ments cry
Raven's Ripped Hesitate Outdid Bigot

Irrigates
I Go To Rio
singer (5,5)

(1,1,1,1)
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ACROSS
1. Significant
4. Models’ runway
8. Chest

11. University lecture
12. With 39 down,

Charlie Jaffey (5,4)
15. Ship’s chimney
18. Viewpoint
19. Illegal party drug
20. See 33 across
21. Concrete bases for houses
23. Street talk
27. Solitary person
28. Actress, Helena – Carter
30. True Lies actor, Tom –
31. Argentinian footballer, Lionel –

33. With 20 across,
Larry Bloom (5,7)

40. Hang unlawfully
42. With 17 down,

Player X (7,4)
43. Temper fit
44. Cafes
45. This Is 40 director, Judd – 
46. Insect bite
49. Arid US state
50. Indexes
51. Having a cigarette
52. US snowboarding champ, 

– White

DOWN
1. Bart Simpson’s four-eyed pal

2. With 32 down, the titular 
character (7,8)

3. New recruits
5. Joe Frazier's boxing rival
6. Brad Pitt film, World – Z
7. Stirring stage musical, 

– Misérables
8. Damages (fruit)
9. Guitarist and rock icon, 

Carlos – 

10. This week’s film (5’1,4)
13. Spider-Man actress, Kirsten – 
14. Golf clubs
16. Imperial length unit
17. See 42 across
22. Slippery When Wet group (3,4)
24. Troubled actress, – Lohan

25. Wedding partner
26. Hawaiian-born US president
29. Sydney Kings’ sport
32. See 2 down
34. Destructive hooligans
35. Edgy
36. Superbad and Zombieland 

actress, – Stone
37. Antarctic explorer,

Robert Falcon –
38. Breakfast rasher
39. See 12 across
40. Pays attention

41. Kurt Cobain’s grunge band

46. Maths problem
47. Pen fluid
48. Aerosmith hit, Janie’s Got A – 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17

18 19

20

21 22 23 24

25 26

27 28

29

30 31

32

33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41

42

43 44

45 46 47 48 49

50 51 52

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

Moviecross entries close March 2. Answers to be printed April 30. Winner to be 
printed May 14. See page 40 for T&Cs and the privacy notice.

Solve the Moviecross correctly and you could win $150! Send the completed
crossword to: Moviecross No. 04, c/– People magazine, PO Box 5536,
Sydney, NSW 2001.

The clues in bold relate to
a famous film – the

picture gives you a hint
which one. The first
correct entry drawn

after the closing date 
wins the cash!

WIN $150
FORTNIGHTLY!

MOVIECROSS ENTRY COUPON

MOVIECROSS
#04

FEB. 19
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PUZZLES

PRIVACY NOTICE
This issue of People is published by Bauer Media
Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your
information in accordance with our Privacy Policy,
including to provide you with your requested
products or services and to keep you informed
of other Bauer publications, products, services
and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.
bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. It also sets out

how you can access or correct your personal
information and lodge a complaint. Bauer may
disclose your personal information offshore
to its owners, joint venture partners, service
providers and agents located throughout the
world, including in NZ, USA, the Philippines and
the European Union. In addition, this issue may
contain Reader Offers, being offers, competitions
or surveys. Reader Offers may require you to 

provide personal information to enter or to take
part. Personal information collected for Reader
Offers may be disclosed by us to service providers
assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader
Offer and to other organisations providing special
prizes or offers that are part of the Reader Offer.
An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer.
Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal
information collected for Reader Offers may also

be disclosed by us to other organisations for
use by them to inform you about other products,
services or events or to give to other organisations
that may use this information for this purpose.
If you require further information, please
contact Bauer’s Privacy Officer either by email at
privacyofficer@bauer-media.com.au or mail at
Privacy Officer Bauer Media Pty Ltd, 54-58 Park 
Street, Sydney NSW 2000.

READER SUBMISSIONS
By sending us a photograph or letter, you grant to
us the perpetual, worldwide right to publish and
otherwise use that photograph or letter in all
media and warrant to us that doing so will not
infringe the rights of any person. You agree that
we may edit the photograph or letter in our 
absolute discretion.
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FILL the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box 
contains the digits 1 to 9.

SUDOKU
MAXI: Conditions apply, see www.bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms. Begins
on Jan. 22. Ends with last mail received on March 2. Entry is open to Australian residents
aged 15 years and over. Entrants under 18 must have prior consent of parent or legal
guardian to enter. Multiple entries permitted, subject to each entry being posted separately.
Drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney NSW 2000 11:00am AEST/AEDST on March 30.
Prizes: 1 x $750 cash.The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of
54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000.Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM-17-02608.
The Promoter collects personal information through this coupon to conduct the Promotion
and for other purposes. The Promoter’s privacy policy for Australia, is available at
www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy, and contains information on how you can access
or correct your personal information, entities we may disclose your personal information
to (including overseas recipients) and how you can lodge a complaint. Entry in the
Promotion is conditional on providing such personal information.
MOVIE, BEAST, SWIRL-A-SLEB: Conditions apply, see www.bauer-media.com.au/terms/
competition-terms. Begins on Feb. 5. Ends with last mail received on March 2. Entry is open
to Australian residents aged 15 years and over. Entrants under 18 must have prior consent
of parent or legal guardian to enter. Multiple entries permitted, subject to each entry
being posted separately. Drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney NSW 2000 11:00am
AEST/AEDST on March 16. Prizes: 1 x $250 cash, 1 x $150 cash and 1 x $100 cash.
The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park Street,
Sydney, NSW 2000.Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM-17-02608.
The Promoter collects personal information through this coupon to conduct the Promotion
and for other purposes. The Promoter’s privacy policy for Australia, is available at
www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy, and contains information on how you can access or
correct your personal information, entities we may disclose your personal information to
(including overseas recipients) and how you can lodge a complaint. Entry in the Promotion
is conditional on providing such personal information.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Clip out this coupon – OR PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE – and send to:
Swirl-A-Sleb No. 04, c/– People, PO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001.
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SOMEONE has taken these celebrities and messed with
their heads. Can you unswirl their faces and identify them?
First correct entry drawn after the closing date wins $100!

WIN $100
FORTNIGHTLY!

Swirl-A-Sleb entries close March 2. Answers to be printed April 30.
Winner to be printed May 14. See page 40 for terms and conditions 

and the privacy notice.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

POSTCODE: PHONE:

SWIRL-A-SLEB

HINT: Celeb may run for US Presidency. HINT: Under-fire star of The Disaster Artist.

HINT: Ex-Senator now heads SA Best party. HINT: She’s the new Doctor Who.
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On average, men spend TWICE the
amount of money on Valentine’s Day

gifts that women spend.

The number of people in Mexic
City who broke the record for
the world’s largest GROUP KIS
on Valentine’s Day in 2010.

e don’t despair. 
ead celebrate 
areness Day 

February 14.

The percentage of
DESPERATE Seppo
women who send
THEMSELVES
flowers on
Valentine's Day.

The number of
ANIMAL LOVERS
estimated to buy
their PETS a gift
on Valentine’s Day.

DID
YOU 

KNOW

? Get
smarte
and sh

This week:

Valentine's
Day

Alexander Graham Bell 
applied for his original
telephone atent on

The percentage  
of blokes who  
buy flowers on  

the special day.
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SAD) on

The approximate number 
of roses handed out on 

the day around the world.

The year Iran banned it to protest the spread 
of Western culture. The government views the 
day as Westerners satisfying their “sex thirst”.
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FUNNY SHIT WIN!
$20 LETTERS $50 PICTURES

JOKES
Trouble and strife
A DRUNK bloke staggered into 
a pub and stared lustfully at 
a young woman seated at the bar.

He walked over, ran his hand up
her leg and began fondling her.

The sheila leapt off the stool and
clobbered the bloke.

“I’m sorry,” slurred the fella, “I thought
you were my wife. You look just like her.”

“You worthless, lying, insufferable piece
of shit,” the sheila screeched.

“Fuck me dead,” the bloke belched. “You
sound just like her, too.”

PS, Qld

Takin’ the piss
DRINKING mates Wayno and Greg went out
for a Friday night bender. After the ninth
or tenth pub the two were taking a slash
in a dark alley when Greg make a drunken
revelation.

“I’ve just sprouted the biggest boner of
my life,” he proclaimed. “I’ve gotta go see
my girlfriend right now.”

“Better let me go with ya,” Wayno slurred.
“Why?” Greg asked.
“Because,” Wayno replied, “that’s my

dick in your hand.”
Darryl, Qld

By the hour
Q. WHAT’S the difference
between a lawyer and a prossie?
A. A prossie only screws one
person at a time.

Ollie, NSW

Rabbit food
AN ANGELIC little girl walked into a pet
shop and started looking around.

After a few minutes, she lisped to the
shopkeeper, “Excuthe me, Mister, but do
you have any widdle wabbits?”

His heart melted, so he got down on his
knees so he was on her level, and asked,
“My dear girl, do you want a widdle white
wabbit or a thoft, fwuffy bwack wabbit? Or
perhaps one like that widdle bwown wabbit
over there?”

The little girl blushed, rocked on her heels,
leaned forward and whispered, “Mister,
I don’t weally fink my pet pyfon gives a fuck.”

Kenny, Vic

Rissole thing
AN OLD lady stopped at a roadside café 
and ordered a rissole and salad.

The grubby bloke behind the counter 
grabbed a chunk of mince, stuffed it in his 
sweaty armpit, pumped it a couple of times 
to squeeze it flat and tossed it on the grill.

The shocked old lady gasped, “That’s the 
most disgusting thing I’ve ever seen.”

“If that bothers you,” the bloke said, “you 
won’t want to see me making doughnuts.”

Rog, Qld

Dublin the fun
AN IRISH pensioner visited her GP to ask 
for help in reviving her husband’s libido.

THE GAG REEL The best one-liners from professional jokers

BEST
JOKE

A BLOKE went into a pub and the barmaid
asked what he wanted. He leered, “I want
to bury my face in your cleavage and suck
the sweat from between your breasts, then
I want to pull your pants down, spread
yoghurt between the cheeks of your arse
and lick it all off.”

By now the barmaid was getting a little
riled up, but the bloke continued: “Next,
I want to turn you upside down, fill your
fanny with VB and drink every last drop.”

The barmaid was furious at this point
and bolted upstairs to grab her husband.

“Honey!” she cried. “There’s a jerk
downstairs who said he wanted to bury his
face in my cleavage and suck the sweat
from between my breasts...”

“Where is the cheeky bastard?” her
husband roared.

“He also told me he wanted to pour 
yoghurt between my arse cheeks and lick 
it off,” she hollered.

“Right,” the husband said, picking up 
cricket bat and heading for the door, 
“he’s fuckin’ dead!”

“Wait, there’s more,” the wife screamed. 
“He then told me he wanted to turn me 
upside down, fill my fanny with VB and 
drink the whole lot.”

The husband stopped, put down his 
cricket bat and returned to his chair to 
watch the telly.

“Well,” the wife sneered, “aren’t you 
gonna defend my honour?”

“Look, darl,” the husband explained, “I’d 
love to help ya, but I’m not messing with 
a bloke who can drink 12 pints of VB.”

IJ, NSW

Send your gags to Funny Shit, c/- People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001, or email it to 
people@bauer-media.com.au (include Funny Shit in the subject line).
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“What about Viagra?” the doctor asked.
“Not a chance,” she said. “He won’t even 

take an aspirin.”
“Not a prob,” replied the doctor. “Give him 

an Irish Viagra. Drop it into his coffee and he 
won’t even taste it. Give it a try and call me 
in a week to let me know how it went.”

A week later she called the GP and 
exclaimed, “Jaysus, Doc! It was terrible.”

“Really?” he said. “What happened?”
“I did as you advised and slipped it in his 

coffee. Seconds later, he stood with a 
twinkle in his eye and with a huge bulge in 
his pants. With one sweep of his arm, he 
sent the cups flying, ripped off my clothes 
and made passionate love to me on the 
table. It was an absolute nightmare.”

“Why a nightmare?” asked the doctor. 
“Do you mean the sex your husband gave 
you wasn’t good?”

“Oh, no, no, no, Doc, the sex was fine,” 
the woman admitted. “But we’ll never be 
able to show our faces in that café again.”

Terri, SA
 

Miss Piggy
Q. WHAT do you call a pig that 
does karate?
A. A pork chop.

GD, Vic

Ranger danger
A PARK ranger came upon a hunter who’d 
bagged three ducks and decided to enforce 
the relevant laws. He flashed his badge and 
said, “You’ve had a pretty good day. Mind if 
I inspect your kill?”

The hunter shrugged and handed the 
ducks over. The warden took one bird, stuck 
his finger up its arse, pulled it out, sniffed 
it and said, “This is a Queensland duck. Do 
you have a Queensland hunting licence?”

The hunter pulled out his wallet and 
wed the warden a Queensland licence. 
he warden took the second duck, 
eated the procedure and said, “This is 
SW duck. Do you have a NSW licence?”
he miffed hunter produced the required 
of paper. The warden took the third 
k, conducted the same finger test and 
d, “This is a South Aussie duck. Do you 
e a South Aussie hunting licence?”
he pissed-off hunter produced the 
ropriate documentation.
he park ranger, miffed at having struck 
handed the ducks back to the hunter 
said, “Where are you from, mate?”

he hunter dropped his pants, bent over 
said, “You’re so smart, you tell me.”

PB, WA

FOR MORE FUNNY PICS, GO TO 
FACEBOOK.COM/AUSSIEPEOPLECAUGHT IN THE NET

Let me get that for you!

Finally, a bathroom for dudes with big dicks.

The domino’s effect

Who needs scaffolding?

This bloke was having a RUFF day.
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MAM

ROOTABLE Rebekah was
a pub lingerie waitress
when we called, but her
dream was to be a flight
attendant: “I love travel
and meeting new people.
I recently visited LA, New
York and Las Vegas…
where I partied for five
straight days.” And not
alone by the sound of it:
“I have to confess I love
big black American guys.”

FEMME FACTS
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REBEKAH | SYDNEY, NSW |  
THE CENTREFOLD, JAN. 19, 2015



Rebekah wanted 

to show her 

boffo boobs to 

the world!e world!th



MAMMAR
REBEKAH | SYDNEY, NSW
THE CENTREFOLD, JAN. 19, 2015
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L WHO’S BUSTY and beauti-
uld be perfect for SCORE? So
ere’s a world of guys out here
d love to show her the appre-
she deserves. Tell her she can
e generous compensation and
all the perks that come with

eling, like international travel
d so much more. If you know a
irl who has what it takes, tell
her to contact our production

manager today.

Visit our website
or call for details:
+1-305-662-5959
extension 2004.
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DVDs, Blu-Ray
Digital Downloads
100% Uncensored
When you’re in the mood,

you can’t wait another
minute for your favorite

SCORE movies to arrive.You
need them now! Visit eBoob-
Store.com and download the
latest high-definition movies
to your hard drive or stream
them live. Prefer to order the

DVD or Blu-Ray, we’ll ship
your order the same day we
receive it. And you can rest

easy knowing that protecting
your privacy is our number
one concern. Our products

ship in secure, discreet
packaging and our mailing

list is never lent or sold.

KATIE
THORNTON



WIN STUFF!
IMPORTANT!

Send entries to: Win!, c/- People
magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney,

NSW 2001. Entries close 5pm, 
Friday, March 9.

Universal Sony Pictures, rated MA,
out now, RRP: $39.95 (DVD)/
$44.95 (Blu-ray)
What’s the guts? Prepare to be scared
and weirded out in equal proportions
by this freaky fear fillum packed with
murder, sex, cannibalism and all-round
WHAT THE FUCKERY! A poet and his wife
living in a sinister dark house have their
peaceful lives disrupted by a strange
couple who soon take over the home
and bring chaos and violence into the
poet’s life. When the wife discovers she’s 
pregnant things turn very nasty!
Anything else? Trying to explain the
storyline of Mother! is kinda difficult
– it’s a movie that has to be seen to
be believed. Javier Bardem, Jennifer
Lawrence, Michelle Pfeiffer and Ed
Harris are incredible in their roles, but
the real star is director Darren Aronofsky,

who’s made a film equally as disturbing
as his 2010 blood-and-ballet effort
Black Swan.
Final word: Not the sorta flick you should 
show your own mum.

THE nurturing types at Universal Sony Pictures have sent us FIVE
DVDs to hand out. To score yours, just tell us IN ONE SENTENCE
why your mum is the best mum in the world. The five most heart-

warming answers will win a DVD. Mark your entries “Mother! comp”. 

Mother!

WIN!
WE’RE giving away THREE copies, thanks to our mates at
Hachette. To win, just tell us IN ONE SENTENCE your all-
time fave spy movie or TV show. The three best answers
will get a book. Mark your entries “The Agency comp”.

By James Phelan
Hachette Australia,
out now, RRP: $29.99
What’s the guts? It’s 2005
and CIA newcomer Jed Walker 
is about to learn that
his 10-year stint in
the air force may not
be enough to handle
the murky, messy
world of international
espionage.When he
tangles with a gang
of Russian agents up
to no good in New
Orleans – and with Hurricane
Katrina looming on the horizon
– Jed is pushed to the very
limit of his considerable
capabilities as he tries to take 

the bad guys down and avoid
being killed by the mother of
all storms.
Anything else? James Phelan
has written 29 novels and won

probably as many
literary awards in the
process. His latest
book is another winner
as he takes readers
all over America and
around the globe as
they follow Jed’s
adventures in a
business filled with

doublecrosses, enemies
around every corner and one
of the worst natural disasters
in history!
Final word: Spying high! 

The Agency

WIN!

RRP: $29.95 (DVD/Blu-ray)
What’s the guts? Don’tcha just hate
it when your car breaks down late
at night on a deserted road in the
middle of a dark forest and you’re
attacked by an inhuman creature who
makes your life a waking nightmare?
Fuckin’ hate that! So have a bit of
sympathy for Kathy and her daughter
Lizzy, who are about to experience the
very same thing. 

alcoholic mum Kathy don’t have the
best relationship in the world, but the
dysfunctional pair are gonna have to
work together if they don’t want to
wind up as a monster’s midnight
snack. Reviewers have called The
Monster “a flawless horror film”.
We just call it “that fear flick what
made us collectively shit our jocks”.
Final word: Monsters aren’t real… 
are they?

THE fun-lovin’ folk at Eagle have sent us FIVE DVDs for this comp. To enter, just tell us
IN ONE SENTENCE the scariest film monster you’ve seen. The five most undies-
destroying answers will receive a copy. Mark your entries “The Monster comp”.WIN!



Where local girls do

their nude duty!

TJ | Caloundra

MODEL
CITIZENS

JESSI | Bracken Ridge ROXANNE | Brisbane

4 nude babes from your ’hood!

SE | Auchenflow

MYSTIQUE | Blair Athol
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MODEL CITIZENS

ALISHA | 26 
Brisbane | QLD

Tell us about your most recent threesome.
“I was in bed with two of my besties – one
female and one bloke – and we had an
absolute ball.”
Do go on, Alisha.
“My girlfriend and I had fun making him
quiver with excitement while tonguing his
balls and cock. He returned the favour,
then we took turns riding his schlong till
he came. We had to finish each other off
as he was so exhausted by our efforts.”
Sounds like it was a blast. 
“The best part was seeing how far he
could shoot his load. It surprised us 
...it hit the wall behind us, which was
more than a metre away.”
Where do you like a guy to shoot?
“On my face while I hold his cock and
feel it pulsate!”

KINKY  
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BALLS & COCK’
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ROSE | 21
Auchenflower | QLD 

Have you ever been caught diddlin’? 
“Yes, I have. Heehee. It was a bit 
embarrassing, but what can you do?”
Who busted you?
“My sister.”
Oh dear. 
“Yep.”
Did you finish the job later or had the 
mood been killed?
“Of course I finished the job.”
What’s your preferred way to get off?
“Toys, for sure. I’m a vibrator gal. I like 
wands the best.”
Butt plugs seem to be in vogue at 
the moment. Are you a fan?
“I really enjoy them. It makes me feel 
so kinky and sexy. Pair it with being 
fucked and I get off so fast.”

What’s the weirdest thing you’ve
done in bed?
“I’ve not really done anything weird. 
I’d love to be tied up to the point 
where I can’t move. I like a man to 
take control of me before he even 
begins.”
What if you need to take a leak or 
have an important appointment?
“Hopefully the man will untie me.”
What about a few arse slaps during 
sex, Scarlett?
“Hell, yes. I love that stuff. It’s such 
a turn-on.”
What do you like about it?
“The naughty sensation the feeling of 
being slapped gives me. I like being 
a naughty girl.”

SCARLETT | 25
Adelaide | SA 

‘I’D LOVE TO BE 
TIED UP TO THE 
POINT WHERE 
I CAN’T MOVE’
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MODEL CITIZENS

What’s your ideal night out?
“Lots of shots and lots of dirty dancing. 
Drinking, dancing and getting loose.”
Define “loose”, mate.
“Stripping…I like to swing my body 
around a pole, slowly taking off 
each layer of clothing, while I stare 
seductively at the people watching. 
I touch myself just a little.”
Where else do you show off that 
stunning body?
“Anywhere I can. I love to tease and 
I know I’m good at it, so any chance 
I get to show off my body I’ll do it.”
Ever had a root while others watched 
you, Mystique?
“No, but I’ve always wanted to. I love 
the idea of being a porn star…but 
I’ve only filmed myself with dildos 
and vibrators.”

MYSTIQUE | 23
Blair Athol | SA 

‘I LOVE TO 
TEASE AND 
I KNOW I’M 
GOOD AT IT’

TATTS 
AWESOME
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JESSI | 27 
Bracken Ridge | QLD

On a scale of one to 10, how would you rate 
your most recent root?
“It was definitely a 10. You can’t go wrong 
with a marine in Las Vegas.”
Did he storm the beaches?
“Let’s just say he took control of that 
situation very well; a bit rough and messy, 
but well worth it.”
Was it a one-off?
“He did convince me that marines definitely 
do it better. I’m happy to stay with that.”
What else did you enjoy about Vegas?
“My best friend and I went together and just 
enjoyed the party scene. The strippers were 
amazing.”
What made them so good?
“My bestie is a sucker for a good arse, so 
we just kept paying a few of our favourites 
all night.”

A

‘HE CONVINCED 
ME THAT 

MARINES DO 
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MODEL CITIZENS

What’s your favourite position in 
bed, matey? 
“Reverse cowgirl. Gotta give my man 
a good view.”
It also gives the camera a good 
view. Ever filmed yourself doing it?
“Not as yet. It’s on my to-do list, 
though.”
Do you like watching porn?
I just laugh at it, because I know I 
could do a lot better. I’m a squirter, 
so I just know I’ll be a big hit.”
What’s the best way to get you to 
squirt, TJ? 
“My fiancé has an eight-inch cock, 
so it’s not hard. One time, me and 
two girlfriends and my fiancé all had 
a little too much to drink. Things got 
outta hand and one of my girlfriends 
was eating me out and I ended up 
squirting in her face. She loved it.”

TJ | 18
Caloundra | QLD 
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18
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‘I ENDED UP 
SQUIRTING IN 
HER FACE. SHE 

LOVED IT’’



I THINK black chicks are gorgeous
and I wish you’d run more of them in
the magazine. Can you publish pix of
an ebony-skinned Cit? I can’t wait to
have a wristie while perving on her!

William, Qld
Your wanking wish is our command. 
Here are some lovely shots of
luscious Seppo visitor KIMBERLY
from 2013. The big-titted broad told
us she liked full-on fucking: “Oh hell,
yeah – I’m a chandelier-swinging-sex
kinda girl.” Hmmmm, we may well
drop trou and join you, Bill…er, in 
SPIRIT that is!

MODEL CITIZENS READER
REQUEST



IMBERLY
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HAD Sash ever rooted 
on a washing machine? 
“Nah, but I’ve done it on 
the bonnet of my car in 
a suburban street during 
the day. We got a few 
toots from passers-by. 
It was heaps fun.”

SASH
Adelaide, SA

June 8, 2015

THAT chest tatt caught
our eye: “It’s a coffin 
with a decaying heart 
in it, being carried by 
wings.” Sounds grim. 
“I love everything dark,” 
Violet said, “from horror 
movies to Halloween.”

VIOLET
Adelaide, SA

September 10, 2012  

KET was a fan of the
public pick-up: “Having 
the confidence is sexy 
so it gets my vote.” She 
reckoned underrated 
places to be hit on were 
“coffee shops”.

KETTLE
Newcastle, NSW

June 8, 2015

RETRO 
CITS!



SAM proudly boasted that
Venezuela has “the best 
coffee in the world”. Is 
coffee better than a good 
root, though? “I prefer sex, 
but it’s even better if I get 
both at the same time.”

SAMANTHA
VENEZUELA 

September 10, 2012 

“I LOVE how big and
perfectly perky they 
are!” said Ads about 
her mams. “I haven’t 
met a man who can  
fit a single boob in his 
hands yet.” 

ADRIANA
ENGLAND

June 8, 2015

AUSSIE men were “tall,
muscular and with sexy 
blue eyes,” enthused Kim. 
“I like this. Also, they’re 
obsessed with having a 
good time and watching 
sport, but in a good way.”

KIMBERLEY
FRANCE

September 10, 2012 
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ROXANNE | 19
Brisbane | QLD

YOU must burn like a motherfucker in the 
Queensland sun, Roxy.
“Yeah, I always have to slap on shitloads of 
sunscreen to stop getting burnt to a crisp.”
What’s your worst sunburn experience?
“Last summer, I went round to my boyfriend’s 
house and we spent the morning skinny-dipping. 
We ended up rooting by the side of the pool with 
me on top. We fell asleep afterwards.”
We can see where you’re heading with this.
“When we woke up I was like a lobster! I had to 
sleep on my stomach for the next week, because 
lying on my back was too painful.”
We hope that shag was worth the discomfort.
“My fella knows how to fuck me well. But I’ve 
learned my lesson; we only root indoors nowadays.”

CITIZE
OF TH
WEEK

‘WE ROOTED 
BY THE SIDE OF 
THE POOL WITH 

ME ON TOP’
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OFFICIAL MODEL CITIZENS 
ENTRY COUPON
SEND this coupon to: Model Citizens, c/- 
People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001. 
Once we receive it, we’ll put you in touch with 
one of our ace photographers, who’ll take 
lovely pics for use in our mag!

■ Yes, I want to be a Model Citizen (please 
tick). I hereby give People the right to use 
my photos on the internet, and on MMS, 
SMS or DVD.

■ I am over 18 years of age and attach a 
photocopy of photo ID (eg. driver’s licence).

NAME:

ADDRESS:

PHONE (Home):

PHONE (Work):

SIGNATURE:

By signing this agreement, I signify I have 
read, understand and agree to be bound by 
the important terms and conditions below.
Important terms and conditions: 
1. I acknowledge and agree that the publisher of People magazine, Bauer Media 
(Bauer), its licensees or assigns may publish or authorise the publication of the 
pictures of me in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without restriction as to 
changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any text and/
or graphics it chooses without further reference to me. 
2. I hereby assign to Bauer Media the worldwide copyright to the photographs and 
acknowledge that Bauer Media may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in 
respect of the photographs, including using or licensing the publication of the photos in 
other publications and using or licensing the publication of the photographs in any 
format including (but not limited to) DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the internet. 
3. I release Bauer Media, its employees, agents, related companies and assigns from 
all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands whatsoever which I may 
have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from or relating to 
their publication in print or electronic media, including and liability by virtue of any 
blurring, distortion, alteration, context or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any 
action for defamation. 
4. I acknowledge that persons sending Model Citizens photos without the written 
permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.

�Hey, ladies! Pose topless and you’ll score
a cool $100. Get completely starkers 
and receive $150! Citizen Of The Week 
receives $400!

�Our favourite Model Citizens have the 
chance to pose again as a Harem or 
Centrefold model and score up to $1000!

BECOME 
A MODEL 
CITIZEN JUST 
LIKE ROXANNE



THE HAREM
SHA RIZEL | 29 | KIEV, UKRAINE
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SHA RIZEL | 29 | KIEV, UKRAINE



“I don’t wear a bra at home
or when I go to the beach,” she
explains in her strong Ukrainian
accent. “I am used to being
looked at and I LOOOOOOOVE
THE ATTENTION.”

Sha’s not particularly fussed
about the drama she’s causing
around her either.

“Men look. They stare. They
sometimes say things like, ‘Nice
body,’ or ‘Nice breasts,’” she
laughs. “Sometimes they don’t
say anything, but I know what
they are THINKING.

“Sometimes they are with their
girlfriend or wife and she gets
MAD. I think that’s funny.”

When she can take time out
from her busy schedule of posing
naked for mags like ours, Sha
enjoys the simple things in life:
“I like to cook. I like to go to the
movies. I like to go outside in the
forest and be with nature. I like
to practise yoga.”

And then there’s ROOTING,
which she quite enjoys as well.

“I love sex in the car,” she says,
“but it has to be an expensive
car – a Bentley or Maserati or
Lamborghini. Haha!”

‘I LOVE SEX 
IN A CAR, 

BUT IT 
HAS TO BE 

EXPENSIVE’
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TRUE BLUE CONFESSIONS

'I GROWLED OUT
MIRIAM ON HER

DEAR DAD'S
DESK'

Stevie Wonder’s toilet seat!
After her first thigh-wobbling
ORGASM, I put my GUT-STICK
to work.

Her tight MOOT felt awesome
as I vigorously POUNDED it like
it owed me RENT.

Miriam couldn’t get enough,
and was really struggling to
keep it quiet.

We rooted in different possies:
doggy, reverse cowgirl, Pakistani
piledriver – you name it!

Miriam moaned for me to
shoot my ball sauce in her
LUSCIOUS MOUTH.

When I did, she SWALLOWED
the lot, licked her lips and said,
“Thanks for the HOT LUNCH!”

Greg, Vic

EATING ON THE JOB

I WORK in a warehouse that’s 
mostly blokes. Any chicks who 
show up are usually not the 
kind you wanted to admit you 
ROOTED. This is what made 
Miriam so different, ’cos she 
was fucking HOT. We found out 
her father was one of the 
managers and she was 
fresh out of uni. 

Naturally, we all fell 
over ourselves trying to 
chat her up but, for 
some reason, she liked 
me. I asked her to lunch 
on the morning of her 
second day at work. 
She smiled and said 
yes immediately. 

Miriam reckoned 
she’d found a quiet 
spot away from the 
lunch room and 
said she’d take me 
there. I couldn’t 
wait for 12 noon 
to roll around. 

When it did, 
Miriam came by and 
told me to follow her. 
She led me through 
the offices and into 
her dad’s office!

“Are you fucking 
serious?” I asked, 
panicking as she closed 
the door behind us.

“Relax,” she whispered 
and grabbed my BONER. 
“The managers are in Sydney 
for the next few days.”

Thrilled by this news, I RIPPED 
OFF her hi-vis shirt and ogled 
her BOOBS. 

As I undid her bra and played 
with her STIFF NIPPLES, she 
VIGOROUSLY wanked my DICK.

Miriam had awesome BLOWIE 
SKILLS, too – she almost made 
me spoont in seconds! 

Barely holding it in, I told her 
it was her turn and GROWLED 
HER OUT on her dear dad’s 
desk. She was wetter than 
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SEND IN A YARN AND

SCORE $50!
Post it to: True Blue Confessions 

c/– People magazine, GPO Box 4088, 
Sydney, NSW 2001. 

Or email your filthy story to 
people@bauer-media.com.au!

NATURE
CALLS

WE WERE on our honeymoon
in Tasmania and decided to
hire a car in Hobart and tour
round the state. We spent a
couple of nights in a town in
central Tassie called Tarraleah.
It’s a quirky place and I highly
recommend you check it out if
you’re ever in the Apple Isle.

Anyway, me and Sarah spent
much of the first day and night
there CHONKING each other’s
brains out in our hotel room.

By day two, however, we felt
we needed some other kinda
EXERCISE, so we decided
to hike to a nearby tourist
attraction called Wilsons Fall.

It was only 20 minutes’ walk
but thanks to the unusually
warm summer weather, we
both felt HOT AND SWEATY
by the time we got there.

There was no-one else
around that day.

I took in the speccy view of
the waterfall, which only got
better when Sarah suddenly
started PEELING OFF HER
CLOTHES and hopped in the
creek that fed the waterfall.

Speaking of which, I quickly
joined my lovely wife in the
cool, refreshing water and FED
HER MY PYTHON. We rooted
standing up, Sarah bouncing
on my FUCK-HAMMER till we
both came at once.

Jeez, I love nature!
James, SA

He was particularly impressed
with my scarlet G-banger, falling
to his knees and shoving his
nose into MY CAMEL TOE, 
inhaling deeply as he did so.

“You smell divine,” he said. 
“I want to EAT YOUR PUSSY.”

He pulled my thong aside and 
did just that, licking and nibbling 
on my cunt lips till I CLIMAXED 
with a grunt.

We moved to the bedroom and 
Doug stripped, revealing his 
FLESHY TEN-INCH MICROPHONE.

“Tell me about it,” she smiled 
wearily. “You’d think being ON MY 
BACK all day would be relaxing. 
But it isn’t.”

“Well, you’ll be home soon, so 
you can have a cuppa and chill,” 
I laughed and kept on walking. 

I was 20m away when I heard 
her say, “Hey! I got time for one 
more. WANNA FUCK? Only $50.”

I desperately wanted it 
inside me and he obliged, 
removing my G-string and 
strapping it to his face like 
a GAS MASK.

He then ploughed my 
creamy trough with his VEINY 
WOMB-RAIDER.

We fucked for 20 minutes 
before Doug screamed in 
muffled ecstasy and shot his 
load on my stomach.

He may have been a bit 
kinky, but we made some 
sweet music that night.

Kylie, Qld

I turned round and was 
out to politely say no when 
y dick stood up and cried, 
ELL, YES!”
Two minutes later, I had a 
anger on my tocko and was 
BANGING THIS BROAD 
behind a nearby skip. 

Her GREASY SNATCH was 
pretty loose, but I eventually 
filled the bag, then gave her 
a peck on the cheek – along 
ith the cash.
It made the row I had with 
e missus more bearable.

Greg, NSW

DOUG was in his late 50s and
had that ageing Jim Morrison
look about him, which always
gets me WET.

He said he was a famous 
singer – or that he had been 
in the 1980s. We met in a 
karaoke bar and he could hold 
a tune. Now, he wanted to 
HOLD MY TITS and I wanted to 
get to grips with the BIG BULGE 
in his tight jeans.

He wore sunglasses inside, 
which made him look like a 
wanker, to be honest, but he 
was an excellent kisser.

“Let’s go back to my place,” 
I whispered once his tongue 
was out of my mouth.

We called an Uber and were 
soon in my flat. Doug removed 
my dress and looked pleased 
when he saw my body. I scrub 
up well for a 40+ cougar.

I WAS pissed and horny as I 
staggered from the pub early 
on a Thursday morning. 

A “quiet mid-week beer after 
work with the lads” had turned 
into a seven-hour sesh and 
I was fucking BLIND.

I knew the missus would be 
ropable when I got home, so
I was in no hurry to get there.

As I made my way down the
deserted street I noticed a
sheila walking towards me.

She was dressed in a pur
minidress, fishnet stockings
and a fur coat. 

The blonde was walking
barefoot, carrying her high 
heels as she approached 
me. I realised she was a 
prossie, probably in her 
mid-40s beneath the 
heavy make-up.

“Hard day at the office,
love?” I asked as we crosse
paths in the street.

'HE STRAPPED 
MY G-STRING TO 

HIS FACE LIKE 
A GAS MASK'

'I JOINED HER 
IN THE CREEK 
AND FED HER 
MY PYTHON'

'I PULLED ON A 
FRANGER AND 
BANGED HER 

BEHIND A SKIP' 

ONE FOR THE ROAD
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‘I CAME SO
HARD WITH AN
ANAL PLUG IN 

MY ASS’

HOW do you like your bott-bott banged?
“Spoon – I find it underrated and I like that
you can still have that eye connection. It gives
me a little wiggle room…and I can take the
biggest, hardest, DEEPEST THRUSTS because
of anatomy. You can move into other positions
and get just the right pressure. Me and my
boyfriend start screwing in spoon, then I end
up riding him.”
Do you masturbate often?
“I get at least ONE real good one off every
day. If I go a day without it, I start to get
depressed: ‘Why am I feeling like shit?
Oh yeah! I haven’t CUM yet!’ Haha!”
Have you tried anything new in the five-
finger-discount department?
“The other day I came with an ANAL PLUG in
my ass while I had a Hitachi pressed against
my clit! I came so hard, it was so hot!”

SARAH VANDELLA | 34 | THE CENTREFOLD, DEC. 18

THE BACK DOOR



It takes a special kind of man to wear the “Ned Kelly Chronograph
Watch.” One who isn’t afraid to stand up for what he believes in.

One who is prepared to fight for his cause, regardless of the cost. If
that’s you or someone you know, then take a stand with the “Ned Kelly
Chronograph Watch,” every minute of the day!

Precision-crafted with a
wealth of Ned Kelly icons

Crafted by hand in rugged stainless steel, this exclusive edition
overflows with the spirit of Ned Kelly. First the watch face: Kelly’s
iconic helmet – bullet holes and all - is rendered in a gleaming
golden-tone. The side of the watch is engraved with Kelly’s defiant
last words ‘Such is life,’ while the clasp is etched with the Eureka
Flag. The reverse of the watch case features a superb engraving of the
helmet and the words ‘Such is life’ appear again as a reminder that
for every injustice in the world, there will always be a man to rise up
against it. Will it be you?

Strictly limited to
1,880 issues.

No exceptions!
Ned Kelly Authentic Collectables are
exclusive to The Bradford Exchange and
can sell out of their editions fast. Limited
to 1,880 issues, you need to act now to
secure one of the low edition numbers
valued by serious collectors. The watch is
very affordable at only five interest free
payments of $49.99. That’s just $249.95,
plus $19.99 postage and handling,
with a no worries 120-day money back
guarantee. Send no money now. Just
return the coupon or go online today.

Arrives in a custom-crafted
presentation box with a

Certificate of Authenticity

THE WATCH
CASING AND BAND

‘Such is Life’ and Kelly’s Helmet
etched on reverse

Clasp etched with the Eureka Flag motif
Crafted in rugged stainless steel

THE FACE
Accurate recreation of

Ned Kelly’s iconic helmet
Chronograph measures up to 12 hours in

seconds, minutes and hours

Worldwide Edition Limit of 1,880
Earliest reservations will receive 

the lowest edition numbers.

©2018 The Bradford Exchange Ltd. A.B.N. 13 003 159 617 503-FAN12.01

EXPERTLY 
ENGRAVED!

Side

Reverse

Clasp

Rebel Spirit. Bold Style. Every Minute.

For quickest delivery, order online:
www.bradford.com.au/nedkelly

Quoting promotion code: 96805

YES! Please reserve the
“Ned Kelly Chronograph
Watch” as described in this
advertisement. I understand I
need pay nothing now.

Please allow up to 10 business days for
delivery. All sales subject to product availability
and reservation acceptance. Credit criteria may
apply. Our privacy policy is available online at
www.bradford.com.au. You must be over 18
years old to apply. From time to time, we may
allow carefully screened companies to contact
you. If you would prefer not to receive such
offers, please tick this box. ❑

1.  ONLINE at www.bradford.com.au/nedkelly
quoting promotion code: 96805

2.  PHONE: Toll-Free 1300 725 103      8am-5pm  Mon – Fri

3.  MAIL no stamp required, to: The Bradford Exchange, 
Reply Paid 86369 Parramatta NSW  2124

THE BRADFORD
EXCHANGE

Please Respond Promptly

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms ____  First Name: ____________________________

Surname: _______________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________

____________________________________ Postcode: __________

Phone:  ________________________________________________

Email:  _________________________________________________

Signature:  ______________________________________________

✂

PAY NOTHING NOW




